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Our Story 

Starting with a vision to grow a network of 
Peace Educators in the region, this session 
will briefly outline the work that we have 
been involved in thus far, focusing on 
beginnings, the development and trialling 
of prototype curriculum units, professional 
learning for educators, and expanding and 
sustaining our network. 

Who are we?

Pace e Bene Australia 
www.paceebene.org.au

and 

Peace and Nonviolence 
Education Australasia 

www.peaceandnveducation.org

http://www.paceebene.org.au/
http://www.peaceandnveducation.org/


Inspiration – leads to aspiration – leads to operation

Sharing the dream…forming a founding/steering group with shared passion for 

peace education, within immediate networks, influencers within own schools/systems

Seeding resources - funding for developing and trialling an 

Introductory Unit for Years 10-12 ARTFinc

Professional Learning programs for educators

(Perth, Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne)

Unit Outlines: a) Intro Units Secondary/primary 

b) War and Peace 

Sample resource: Soldiers of Peace trailer (4mins) 

Teacher/student feedback comments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCPyyFeawe0


Inspiration



The Great Turning
UN Decade for a Culture of Peace, 
World Council of Churches, 
Global Campaign for Peace Education, 
The Great Turning….



Catholic Schools – Papal Statements

Nonviolence a Style of Politics for Peace, 

World Day of  Peace, January 1, 2017

“To be true followers of Jesus today also includes embracing 
his teaching about nonviolence”

“I pledge the assistance of the Church in every 
effort to build peace through active and creative 
nonviolence”

Peace as a Journey of Hope: 
Dialogue, Reconciliation and Ecological 

Conversion. 

World Day of  Peace, Jan 1, 2020
Sustainable peace can only be based on:

‘a global ethic of solidarity and cooperation, in the 

service of a future shaped by interdependence 

shared responsibility in the whole human family of 

today and tomorrow.’



The Moral Imagination…

the capacity to imagine something rooted 
in the challenges of the real world

yet capable of giving birth 
to that which does 

not yet exist. 

John Paul Lederach

The Moral Imagination 2010



Dream Sharing Group



Australian Research Theology Foundation 
supports innovation in Christian education 

and theological scholarship

ARTFinc





touchstones for curriculum design



The Theology and Practice of Peace and Nonviolence (Intro Unit; 10 sessions)

1 Exploring terms what we mean when we use words like ‘peace’ and ‘nonviolence’.–

building a shared vocabulary

2 The culture of violence Where does violence come from? We draw on the work of  

Rene Girard (Mimetic Desire and Scapegoating) and Walter Wink (The myth of  redemptive 

violence) to understand how we are culturally embedded in forms of  violence

3 The gospel of peace and the lived example of Jesus
How then do we recognise and detach from cultural violence? From a Christian perspective, the 

way to peace is via a ‘positive mimesis’ of  Christ in which our desire (negative mimesis) is 

disentangled from culture. We explore the example of  how Jesus lives and demonstrates a 

creative ‘third way’ in relation to conflict, which is neither fight nor flight, but which presents a 

moral choice for the adversary which is aimed at mutual transformation.

4 Inspirational Stories…international, national and local examples of  nonviolence and 

peacemaking. Using some suggested starting points, students research contemporary 

examples of  people working for peace using the principles and practices of  nonviolence. Such 

examples begin to form an alternative cultural narrative of  ‘positive (Christlike) 

mimesis’.

5 Five steps of Nonviolence - a simple five-step nonviolent communication process 

which can be used in any situation of  conflict, whether that be the family or school.

6 Project - Students undertake, individually or in small groups, a specific project, inviting

them to explore learnings in their family/community/school/church/other…

Nonviolence is central to the Gospel of  Jesus



War and Peace

look at the scriptural basis for a theological (Christian) foundation for 

peace and nonviolence and consider both individual and organised 

Christian responses to injustice, war and destructive conflict. 

The witness of Jesus, together with Church teachings and peacebuilding 

skills, provide multiple signs of New Creation in times of war. 



War and Peace
Lesson Themes: lessons can be extended over more than one week, 

or across various curriculum areas

1 Reality review: introducing the language/vocabulary/examples of war, peace, 

violence and nonviolence; 

2 Historical and Contemporary Wars and Ways of Killing: justifications of war 

today; current weapons of war; current and emerging ways of killing; profitability of war; 

costs and legacy of war on people and planet

3 Theology and Practice of Nonviolence: Jesus modelled and taught nonviolence 

as both a spiritual and a practical response to injustice and conflict; the origins and 

issues of ‘just war theology and doctrine’; examples of people, past and present, 

witnessing/modelling nonviolent peacekeeping, peacemaking and peacebuilding;

4 Case Studies and research: explore, in part, Australia’s role, past and present, in 

military models of war and peace (within Australia, in Timor-Leste, in Afghanistan, in the 

commercial manufacturing of weapons)

5 Nonviolent alternatives to the violence of war: nonviolent practitioners are 

active, making a difference in the world, even in the midst of extreme violence and war

6 Review and Reflection: making sense of the information gathered; constructing a 

personal position; invitation to engage with active peacebuilding at 

personal/interpersonal/community/global levels

7-10 Extensions to any of  the above lesson themes….to be inserted as appropriate. 

There are enough resources/activities included to expand Sessions 2-5 into longer 

lessons (for example, viewing longer segments of videos such as Soldiers of Peace/Pray 

the Devil Back to Hell/A Force More Powerful)



The World 

looks broken 
and bruised…



Soldiers of  Peace trailer (4mins) www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCPyyFeawe0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCPyyFeawe0












There is no peace without peace education….(2 mins)

70 educators, academics & activists, representing more 33 different country identities 

and affiliations, gathered at the 2019 International Institute on Peace Education (IIPE) 

in Nicosia, Cyprus from July 21-28, 2019. 

https://it-it.facebook.com/IIPEpeaceed/videos/2337342749860650/

https://it-it.facebook.com/IIPEpeaceed/videos/2337342749860650/
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